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This booklet is designed to help you to identify your career anchor and to think about how your values relate to your career choices. When you know your career anchor, you empower yourself to confront career choices and decisions in a manner consistent with what you truly value and how you really see yourself.

Your career anchor is a combination of perceived areas of competence, motives, and values that you would not give up; it represents your real self. Without knowledge of your anchor, outside incentives might tempt you into situations or jobs that subsequently are not satisfactory because you feel that "this is not really me." The questionnaire and interview suggested in this booklet are intended to help you to avoid such situations.

Regardless of your present job or career, your future decisions will be easier and more valid if you have a clear understanding of your own orientation toward work, your motives, your values, and your self-perceived talents. Such understanding will be enhanced by the activities suggested in this booklet.

The activities suggested are not tests, nor will they reveal hidden talents. Rather they represent a systematic way to explore your own past activities and future aspirations in order to get a clearer picture of yourself and the qualities in you that you may not have thought much about or may take for granted.

Research on career anchors has shown that most people see themselves in terms of the eight categories that will be described in the following sections. However, the important part of this exercise is the actual answering of the orientation questionnaire and participation in the mutual interview, because the categories do not mean anything outside of the context of your own past history and future aspirations. It is the thinking and talking about career and life events that gradually give you a more explicit understanding of your own priorities and values.
Most people who have done the interview have enjoyed it. This may be the first time you have spent several hours talking about yourself and your career with a willing and interested listener.

**HOW TO USE THIS BOOKLET**

This booklet contains several sections, including a general definition of the nature of career anchors, a discussion of career development, and detailed descriptions of the eight career anchor types. To go through the activities recommended takes three to four hours, but they need not be done all at one time. The instructions below are designed to be completely self-explanatory and will guide you through the process step by step.

It is recommended that you begin by filling in the Career Orientations Inventory that begins on page 3. Complete the scoring sheet, but do not concern yourself with your scores or with the labeling of the columns. Go on to read the next section that explains how careers develop and the meaning of the career anchor categories that have been identified in prior research.

The most important part of the analysis is the interview with a partner. Unless you talk out your own career history with someone else, you will not really confront the pattern of talents, motives, and values that your career decisions and aspirations reflect.

Interviewing someone else about his or her career is also helpful. You and your partner can plan to interview each other, but not necessarily at the same session. Each interview typically lasts from one to two hours. Ideally the partner also should have a copy of the *Career Anchors* booklet if you are both doing the exercise.

**HOW TO SELECT A PARTNER**

Choose a partner with whom you will feel free to share the events of your career so far, as well as your future aspirations. For this reason, it is best to avoid a superior or subordinate or a peer with whom you may be in competition. The partner does not have to be the same age you are or be in the same line of work. Many people report that a spouse or a close friend makes a good partner.

The partner does not have to have any training as an interviewer; all of the questions to be asked are provided in this book. All that is needed is some interest and willingness to discuss your career with you.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to stimulate your thoughts about your own areas of competence, your motives, and your values. This questionnaire alone will not reveal your career anchor because it is too easy to bias your answers. However, it will activate your thinking and prepare you for the discussion with your partner.

Try to answer the questions as honestly as you can and work quickly. Avoid extreme ratings except in situations in which you clearly have strong feelings in one direction or the other.

**HOW TO RATE THE ITEMS**

For each of the next forty items, rate how true that item is for you in general by assigning a number from 1 to 6. The higher the number, the more that item is true for you. For example, if the item says “I dream of being the president of a company,” you would rate that as follows:

“1” if the statement is never true for you
“2” or “3” if the statement is occasionally true for you
“4” or “5” if the statement is often true for you
“6” if the statement is always true for you

Please turn the page and begin your self-report by writing the appropriate rating in the blank to the left of each item.
CAREER ORIENTATIONS INVENTORY

Use the following scale to rate how true each of the items is for you:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Never True for Me</th>
<th>Occasionally True for Me</th>
<th>Often True for Me</th>
<th>Always True for Me</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. I dream of being so good at what I do that my expert advice will be sought continually.

2. I am most fulfilled in my work when I have been able to integrate and manage the efforts of others.

3. I dream of having a career that will allow me the freedom to do a job my own way and on my own schedule.

4. Security and stability are more important to me than freedom and autonomy.

5. I am always on the lookout for ideas that would permit me to start my own enterprise.

6. I will feel successful in my career only if I have a feeling of having made a real contribution to the welfare of society.

7. I dream of a career in which I can solve problems or win out in situations that are extremely challenging.

8. I would rather leave my organization than to be put into a job that would compromise my ability to pursue personal and family concerns.

9. I will feel successful in my career only if I can develop my technical or functional skills to a very high level of competence.

10. I dream of being in charge of a complex organization and making decisions that affect many people.

11. I am most fulfilled in my work when I am completely free to define my own tasks, schedules, and procedures.

12. I would rather leave my organization altogether than accept an assignment that would jeopardize my security in that organization.

13. Building my own business is more important to me than achieving a high-level managerial position in someone else's organization.
14. I am most fulfilled in my career when I have been able to use my talents in the service of others.

15. I will feel successful in my career only if I face and overcome very difficult challenges.

16. I dream of a career that will permit me to integrate my personal, family, and work needs.

17. Becoming a senior functional manager in my area of expertise is more attractive to me than becoming a general manager.

18. I will feel successful in my career only if I become a general manager in some organization.

19. I will feel successful in my career only if I achieve complete autonomy and freedom.

20. I seek jobs in organizations that will give me a sense of security and stability.

21. I am most fulfilled in my career when I have been able to build something that is entirely the result of my own ideas and efforts.

22. Using my skills to make the world a better place to live and work is more important to me than achieving a high-level managerial position.

23. I have been most fulfilled in my career when I have solved seemingly unsolvable problems or won out over seemingly impossible odds.

24. I feel successful in life only if I have been able to balance my personal, family, and career requirements.

25. I would rather leave my organization than accept a rotational assignment that would take me out of my area of expertise.

26. Becoming a general manager is more attractive to me than becoming a senior functional manager in my current area of expertise.

27. The chance to do a job my own way, free of rules and constraints, is more important to me than security.

28. I am most fulfilled in my career when I have been able to build something that is entirely the result of my own ideas and efforts.
Never True for Me | Occasionally True for Me | Often True for Me | Always True for Me
---|---|---|---
1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

_____ 29. I will feel successful in my career only if I have succeeded in creating or building something that is entirely my own product or idea.

_____ 30. I dream of having a career that makes a real contribution to humanity and society.

_____ 31. I seek out work opportunities that strongly challenge my problem solving and/or competitive skills.

_____ 32. Balancing the demands of personal and professional life is more important to me than achieving a high-level managerial position.

_____ 33. I am most fulfilled in my work when I have been able to use my special skills and talents.

_____ 34. I would rather leave my organization than accept a job that would take me away from the general managerial track.

_____ 35. I would rather leave my organization than accept a job that would reduce my autonomy and freedom.

_____ 36. I dream of having a career that will allow me to feel a sense of security and stability.

_____ 37. I dream of starting up and building my own business.

_____ 38. I would rather leave my organization than accept an assignment that would undermine my ability to be of service to others.

_____ 39. Working on problems that are almost unsolvable is more important to me than achieving a high-level managerial position.

_____ 40. I have always sought out work opportunities that would minimize interference with personal or family concerns.

At this point, look over your answers and locate all of the items that you rated highest. Pick out the THREE items that seem most true for you and give each of those items an additional FOUR (4) points. You can now score your questionnaire, but the scales will not have a real meaning for you until you have read the text in the next sections.
SCORING INSTRUCTIONS

In the next section you will find blank spaces for each of the forty items, arranged in order so that you can easily transfer the numbers from your rating sheets onto the scoring sheet. After you have transferred all of the numbers, add up the columns and divide by five (the number of items) to get your average score for each of the eight career anchor dimensions. Do not forget to add the extra four points for each of your three key items before you total and average your scores.

SCORING SHEET

The following blanks represent the items you have just rated. Transfer your answers from the preceding pages to these blanks. Do not forget to add the four points for the three items that were most true for you. Total the numbers in each column, and then divide that total by the number of items in the column (five). The resulting average is your self-assessment of how true the items in that scale are for you.

Explanations of the columns will be provided later in this book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TF</th>
<th>GM</th>
<th>AU</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>SV</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>LS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

\( \div 5 \) \( \div 5 \) \( \div 5 \) \( \div 5 \) \( \div 5 \) \( \div 5 \) \( \div 5 \)

Average: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Please continue to the text on Career Development.
Career Development

The word career is used in many different ways and has many connotations. Sometimes "having a career" is used to apply only to someone who has a profession or whose occupational life is well structured and involves steady advancement. In the context of career anchors, career includes how any individual's work life develops over time and how it is perceived by that person.

One might consider this to be the "internal career," to distinguish it from what others might view that person's work life to be. Everyone has some kind of picture of his or her work life and role in that life. It is this internal picture that will be explored here in some detail in discussing the concept of career anchors.

To distinguish "internal career" from other uses of the word, we will use "external career" to refer to the actual steps that are required by an occupation or an organization for progress through that occupation. A physician must complete medical school, internship, residency, specialty board examinations, and so on. In some organizations a general manager has to go through several business functions, have experience in supervising people, take on a functional management job, rotate through the international division, and serve on the corporate staff before being given a true generalist job as a division general manager. Some organizations talk of career paths, which define the necessary or at least desirable steps for the career occupant to take along the way to some goal job.

What follows is an outline of the major stages of the external career and some of the dimensions along which one can measure career movement or progress. Next is a description of the evolution of the internal career and the concept of career anchor, the self-image that a person develops around his or her career which comes to be a guide as well as constraint on career decisions. The implications of the career anchor concept for human resource management will be explored from the individual career occupant's point of view as well as from the point of view of the supervisor.
MAJOR STAGES OF THE CAREER

From the individual’s point of view, a career consists of several meaningful units or stages that are recognized both by the person and by society, although the length of time associated with each unit or stage varies immensely according to the occupation and the individual within it. These ten stages are described in the sections that follow and are depicted in Figure 1.

Stage 1: Growth, fantasy, and exploration. In this period, usually associated with childhood and early adolescence, an occupation is a mere thought and a career has little meaning except in terms of occupational stereotypes and a general goal of “success.” The person at this stage prepares to enter the necessary training or educational process for whatever occupation is tentatively chosen.

Stage 2: Education and training. Depending on the occupation, this can be a very elaborate or a very minimal process lasting anywhere from a few months to twenty or more years. There are many choice points during this stage as occupational goals are clarified and changed. In some occupations (such as medicine), the external career stages require early decision making to ensure that all of the prerequisites for later entry are achieved during the period of education.

Stage 3: Entry into the world of work. For most people, regardless of their levels of preparation, this is a time of major adjustment as they learn about the realities of work and their own reactions. In particular, the educational process rarely prepares people for the seemingly irrational and political side of organizational life or for the fact that much of the work in every occupation involves not only logic and reason but also working with people and their feelings. Major personal learning begins at this point, and an occupational self-concept begins to evolve as the career incumbent begins to test his or her own talents, motives, and values in the crucible of real work.

Stage 4: Basic training and socialization. The length and the intensity of this period differ by occupation, organization, complexity of the work, the organization’s assumptions about the importance of teaching elements of the culture to the new members, and the degree of responsibility society assigns to the occupation. The more responsible the occupation, the longer and more intense the socialization period. This stage is a major source of personal learning because the organization now begins to make demands to which the individual must respond. The career occupant is faced with real choices about whether or not to remain in the occupation and/or the organization depending on how he or she responds to the socialization process.

Stage 5: Gaining of membership. At some point an individual recognizes through formal rituals or the kinds of assignments received that he or she has passed beyond the trainee stage and has been accepted as a full contributor. At this stage a meaningful self-image as a member of the occupation or organization begins to emerge. Motives and values begin to be clarified through seeing one’s

---

1The stages outlined here are drawn from the seminal research of Donald Super and are expanded on the basis of the author’s own research (Schein, 1978; Super, 1957; Super & Bohn, 1970). Also incorporated is more recent work on career and life stages by Arthur, Hall, & Lawrence (1989); Dalton & Thompson (1986); Derr (1986); Feldman (1988); and Levinson (1978, 1988).
Stage 1: Growth, fantasy, exploration
Stage 2: Education and training
Stage 3: Entry into the world of work
Stage 4: Basic training, socialization
Stage 5: Gaining of membership
Stage 6: Gaining of tenure, permanent membership
Stage 7: Midcareer crisis, reassessment
Stage 8: Maintaining momentum, regaining it, or leveling off
Stage 9: Disengagement
Stage 10: Retirement

Figure 1. Major Stages of the Career

responses to different challenging situations in which choices must be made. One begins to have a better sense of one's talents, strengths, and weaknesses.

Stage 6: Gaining of tenure and permanent membership. Within the first five to ten years of a career, most organizations and occupations make a tenure decision that tells the individual whether or not he or she can count on a long-term future in the organization. Tenure is formally or symbolically granted with the proviso that tenure exists only so long as a job exists. In some occupations (such as university teaching), the tenure process forces the organization either to grant formal tenure or to ask the person to leave. In most organizations the process is not that formalized but operates nevertheless through norms pertaining to seniority or layoffs.

Stage 7: Midcareer crisis and reassessment. Although it is not clear whether this is a crisis or even a stage, there is mounting evidence that most people go
through some kind of reassessment of themselves when they are well into their careers, asking themselves questions about their initial choices ("Have I entered the right career?") about their levels of attainment ("Have I accomplished all I hoped to accomplish?") or "What have I accomplished and was it worth the sacrifices?") and about their futures ("Should I continue or make a change?" or "What do I want to do with the rest of my life, and how does my work fit into it?"). Such reassessment can be traumatic, but many people find it to be normal and relatively painless, often leading to a rediscovery or re-affirmation of goals that have been present but not salient. When people make such goals more prominent, they sometimes appear to be making major career changes. However, such changes are rarely experienced as big events by the career occupant. Rather, they tend to be experienced as “Finally I am doing more of what I really want to do with my life!”

Stage 8: Maintaining momentum, regaining it, or leveling off. The insights that result from reassessment result in decisions about how the remainder of one's career will be pursued. Each person at this stage develops a personal solution that will guide his or her next steps. For some this is a determination to climb the ladder as far as possible; for some it is a redefining of the areas of work they wish to pursue; and for many it involves a complex assessment of how to balance the demands of work, family, and personal concerns. Those whose talents force them to level off may face a difficult psychological adjustment. However, for many people at this stage, leveling off is a choice based on the realization that one's talents, motives, and values do not require one to aspire any further.

Stage 9: Disengagement. Inevitably a person slows down, becomes less involved, begins to think about retirement, and prepares for that stage. However, some people deal with potential retirement by aggressively denying its reality, by continuing business as usual, and by actively avoiding the attempts of others to get them involved in such preparation.

Stage 10: Retirement. Whether or not the individual has prepared for it, inevitably the organization or occupation no longer makes a meaningful role available and the individual must adjust. What happens to occupational self-image at this time varies greatly from person to person. Some people retire early because the occupation encourages it (for example, the military or professional sports) or because they want to and are able to enter different kinds of occupations early enough in life to develop second careers. For others, retirement is traumatic, resulting in loss of physical or psychological health, sometimes to the point of premature death.

These stages provide a kind of internal timetable for every person. However, the stages can be long or short, can repeat themselves if the person moves from one career to another, and are not related in any necessary fashion to age. Within a given occupation, stage may correlate with age, but the relationship between stages and age for a doctor, a clerk, a manager, a storekeeper, an engineer, and a consultant all differ.

CAREER MOVEMENT, PROGRESS, OR SUCCESS

The standards by which an individual measures his or her own success may be quite different from those used by another person or by society at large. In fact,
the subjective definition of success largely reflects one's career anchor or internal career definition. All progress can be measured along three basic dimensions, which correspond to the movement within an organization or occupation. These dimensions are shown in Figure 2 as an organizational cone.

Figure 2. A Three-Dimensional Model of an Organization

---

Cross-Functional Horizontal Movement: Growth in Abilities and Skills

As people move into careers, they change in terms of what they are able to do and how well they are able to do it. Such development may be the result of their own efforts or may be correlated with specified training or development opportunities provided by the employer or profession. This kind of movement corresponds to cross-functional rotation or formal training and development, and it results in changes in the work an individual does. It also reflects the growing tendency for workers to trade jobs and to be certified in a number of different skills. Pay systems acknowledge this form of organizational movement in the trend to pay workers for the number of skills they use.

Cross-Level Hierarchical Movement: Up the Ladder

Every occupation or organization maintains some kind of hierarchy or system of ranks and titles by which a career occupant can judge his or her progress. Success then is a function of attaining or surpassing the level to which a person aspires.

Again, the assessments of others may differ from those of the individual. One entrepreneur who made two-million dollars felt like a failure because his friends all owned 300-million-dollar companies. Another person who leveled off in middle management felt very successful because he went so far beyond the level his father attained.

Without knowing a person's aspiration level, one cannot judge that person's subjective feelings of success. Level of aspiration is influenced by how society defines success, resulting in some correlation between aspirations and external criteria. Yet the external criteria will be those relevant within a given occupation, not just those of society as a whole. Money may be a general indicator of success in the United States, but engineers may judge the number of patents to be more important. For professors, the prestige of the university and fame among colleagues may matter more than money. Managers often put more value on the sizes of the budgets they control than on their actual salaries. To understand an individual's criteria for success, one must understand what that individual views as his or her reference group.

Movement In: Attaining Influence and Power

One important criterion used to judge success is the extent to which an individual feels he or she has penetrated the inner circle of an organization or occupation. Such penetration is often correlated with hierarchical movement, but it may be achieved independently. For example, an employee who has leveled off, but who is consulted by more senior, high-ranking people by virtue of his or her experience, seniority, or personality, still influences policy. Many technical people in organizations enjoy this kind of influence. Often secretaries have power and influence far beyond their formal positions, resulting from informal contacts that have been built over the years.

Because such movement is invisible, it is difficult to judge its impact without talking to the individual. A person may feel very successful because of the sense of being in the inner circle and having influence; unless others ask about this, they may misjudge that person's sense of success. Sometimes one even encounters...
anomalies. For example, success may hinge on a carefully built network of contacts. This might lead an individual to refuse a promotion if such a promotion would destroy the network and move the person up but out.

In summary, career movement can be seen to occur along horizontal, lateral, and vertical lines, and career paths can be viewed as complex interactions of these three kinds of movement. People are highly sensitive to the kind of movement that job shifts represent because of their differing aspirations and self-images. The career anchor concept is one way of describing such self-images within the internal career.
As a career evolves, the person develops a self-concept that includes some explicit answers to these questions:

1. What are my talents, skills, and areas of competence? What are my strengths and my weaknesses?
2. What are my main motives, needs, drives, and goals in life? What do I want or not want, either because I have never wanted it or because I have reached a point of insight and no longer want it?
3. What are my values, the main criteria by which I judge what I am doing? Am I in an organization or job that is congruent with my values? How good do I feel about what I am doing? How proud or ashamed am I of my work and career?

This self-concept builds on whatever self-insight an individual has acquired from the experiences of youth and education. However, it cannot be a mature self-concept until a career occupant has had enough real occupational experience to know his or her talents, motives, and values. Such learning may require up to ten years or more of actual work experience. If the person has many varied experiences and gets meaningful feedback in each one, a self-concept develops more quickly. If a person has only a few jobs in the early years of the career or obtains minimal feedback, it may take much longer.

Talents, motives, and values become intertwined. People learn to be better at those things they value and are motivated to do and learn to value and be
motivated by those things they happen to do well. They also gradually learn to
avoid those things that they do not do well, though without clear feedback they
may cling to illusions about themselves that set them up for repeated failures.
Talents without motivation gradually atrophy. Conversely, new challenges can
reveal latent or hidden talents that simply had not had an opportunity to appear
earlier.

People differ as to whether talents, motives, or values initially dominate their
self-concepts and provide central themes to their careers. As time goes on, however,
a need for congruence causes people to seek consistency and integration among
the different elements of the self-concept. How is this consistency learned? Peo­
ple first enter the world of work with many ambitions, hopes, fears, and illusions
but with relatively little good information about themselves, especially about their
abilities and talents. Through testing and counseling they get an idea of their inter­
ests, motives, and values as well as their intellectual and motor skills, but they
cannot really determine how good they will be at a certain kind of work or how
they will react to it emotionally.

Nowhere is this more true than in management, because of the difficulty in
simulating some of its key skills and abilities. Until a person actually feels the
responsibility of committing large sums of money, of hiring and firing people, of
saying “no” to a valued subordinate, that person cannot tell whether he or she
will be able to do it or will like doing it. This principle applies to many other oc­
cupations: a person cannot tell if he or she has a talent in or likes the job without
actually performing that job.

The early years in an occupation are a crucial time of learning—learning about
the occupation or organization and learning about oneself in relation to the de­
mands of the job. This process is often painful and full of surprises because of
the many misconceptions and illusions with which people typically enter their
early work situations. Many of people’s dreams about themselves and what
their work will be like may be inconsistent with their work experiences, causing
“reality shock,” a phenomenon that is observed in all occupations in the early
years.

As people accumulate work experience, they have the opportunity to make
choices; from these choices they begin to ascertain what they really find impor­
tant. For each person, dominant themes emerge—critical skills or abilities that
an individual wants to exercise or crucial needs or values that dominate one’s orien­
tation toward life. Previously, a person may have had a vague sense of these
elements, but in the absence of actual life experience, he or she does not know
how important they are or how any given talent, motive, or value relates in a sub­
jective hierarchy to other elements of the total personality. Only when he or she
is confronted with difficult choices does a person begin to decide what is really
important to him or her.

With accumulation of work experience and feedback come clarification and
insight, providing a basis for more rational and empowered career decisions. The
self-concept begins to function more and more as a guidance system and as an
anchor that constrains career choices. A person begins to have a sense of what
is “me” and what is “not me.” This knowledge keeps a person on course or in
a safe harbor. As people recount their career choices, they increasingly refer to
being pulled back to things they have strayed from or figuring out what they
really want to do or finding themselves.

The career anchor, as defined here, is that one element in a person’s self­
concept that he or she will not give up, even in the face of difficult choices. People
typically manage to fulfill a broad range of needs in any given career, but those needs are not all equally important. If all needs cannot be met, it is important to know which ones have highest priority.

A person's career anchor may not always match what he or she is doing occupationally because of external constraints over which the person has no control. For example, economic circumstances or family illness could prevent someone from pursuing something that his or her self-image dictates. If interviewed, that person would explain that what he or she is currently doing is "not really me, not really what I would like to be doing or am capable of doing." These are not just idle illusions talking; in many cases a person has actualized his or her self-concept the moment the external constraint was lifted.

The career anchor is the self-image; it can remain remarkably stable even without the opportunity to exercise it, as in the case of the starving artist who drives a cab. Self-image will change if the person obtains systematic experience and feedback that make it impossible to maintain an illusion, such as the case of the artist who repeatedly fails to produce art that meets even his or her own standards. However, self-image may not change if the constraint is seen as merely external and temporary.

Early in a career, each person confronts the issue of how to integrate work, family, and personal priorities. Some will decide to de-emphasize work, considering it merely instrumental to survival. For such a person, experience is shaped primarily by what might be called a "life anchor." For purposes of discussion, the focus here initially will be on those people for whom work and career are important enough to warrant speaking of career anchors. For many younger people the concept of life anchor may make more sense, and for many older people career commitments may be reassessed, decreasing the importance of career anchors.

ORIGIN OF THE CONCEPT
"CAREER ANCHOR"

The concept of "career anchor" originally arose from a study designed to better understand how managerial careers evolved and how people learned the values and procedures of their employing organizations. A longitudinal study of forty-four alumni of the Master's program at the Sloan School of Management began in 1961. The initial interviews and surveys of values and attitudes were conducted in 1961, 1962, and 1963 while the respondents were second-year students in the two-year Master's program. All were interviewed at their places of work six months after graduation and again one year after graduation. These interviews revealed a great deal about the problems of making the transition from school to work organizations.

All respondents completed questionnaires five years after graduation and had follow-up interviews in 1973, after they were approximately ten to twelve years into their careers. From these sources came insights into how the internal career evolves. The 1973 interviews elicited a detailed chronological career history, asking respondents not only to identify key choices and events but also to speculate about why they had made those particular choices and how they felt about each change. The interview format was essentially the same as that used in this booklet.

The actual events of the career histories proved to be highly varied, but the reasons that respondents gave for their choices and the pattern of their feelings
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about events proved to be surprisingly consistent. For each individual, underlying themes, of which he or she had often been unaware, reflected a growing sense of self, based on the learnings of the early years. When these people tried jobs that did not feel right to them, they referred to the image of being pulled back to something that fitted better—hence the metaphor of an anchor.

**TYPES OF CAREER ANCHORS**

Based on this longitudinal study and on subsequent career history interviews of several hundred people in various career stages, eight career anchor categories were identified:

- Technical/Functional Competence
- General Managerial Competence
- Autonomy/Independence
- Security/Stability
- Entrepreneurial Creativity
- Service/Dedication to a Cause
- Pure Challenge
- Lifestyle

Every person is concerned to some degree with each of these issues. The label "career anchor" indicates an area of such paramount importance to a person that he or she would not give it up. The person comes to define his or her basic self-image in terms of that concern, and it becomes an overriding issue at every stage of the career. To understand this concept fully, one needs to look at each of the anchors in greater detail and to highlight how people with divergent anchors differ from one another. The following descriptions of the eight anchors are intended to provide the reader with this information. Each description begins with the general characteristics of the anchor and then examines the issues involved in managing someone with that anchor, including the type of work, pay and benefits, promotion system, and recognition preferred by a person with that career anchor.

**Technical/Functional Competence**

Some people discover as their careers unfold that they have both a strong talent and high motivation for a particular kind of work. What really "turns them on" is the exercise of their talent and the satisfaction of knowing that they are experts. This can happen in any kind of work. For example, an engineer may discover that he or she is very good at design; a salesperson may find real selling talent and desire; a manufacturing manager may encounter greater and greater pleasure in running complex plants; a financial analyst may uncover talent and enjoyment in solving complex capital investment problems; a teacher may enjoy his or her growing expertise in the field; and so on.

As these people move along in their careers they notice that if they are moved into other areas of work they are less satisfied and less skilled. They begin to feel pulled back to their areas of competence and enjoyment. They build a sense of
identity around the content of their work, the technical or functional areas in which they are succeeding, and develop increasing skills in those areas.

The technically/functionally anchored commit themselves to a life of specialization and devalue the concerns of the general manager, although they are willing to be functional managers if it enables them to pursue their areas of expertise. Despite the fact that most careers start out being technical/functional in their orientation and that the early phase of most careers is involved with the development of a specialty, not everyone is excited by a specialty. For some people the specialist job is a means to organizational membership or security more than it is an end in itself. For others it is simply a stepping stone to higher rungs on the organizational ladder, a necessary step to get into general management. For still others it is an opportunity to learn some skills that will be needed to launch into independent or entrepreneurial activities. Consequently, although most people start out specializing, only some find this intrinsically rewarding enough to develop career anchors around their specialties.

**Job.**

The single most important characteristic of desirable work for members of this group is that it be challenging to them. If the work does not test their abilities and skills, it quickly becomes boring and demeaning and will result in their seeking other assignments. Because their self-esteem hinges on exercising talent, they need tasks that permit such exercise. Although others might be more concerned about the context of the work, this type of person is more concerned about the intrinsic content of the work.

Technical/functional people who have committed themselves to an organization (as opposed to an autonomous consultant) are willing and anxious to share in goal setting. However, once goals have been agreed on, they demand maximum autonomy in executing them. Not only do they want the autonomy in execution, but they generally also want unrestricted facilities, budgets, and resources of all kinds to enable them to perform the job appropriately. Conflict often emerges between general managers who are trying to limit the cost of specialized functions and the specialists who want to be able to spend whatever it takes to enable them to do the job properly.

The person anchored in this way will tolerate administrative or managerial work as long as he or she believes that it is essential to getting the job done; however, such work is viewed as painful and necessary rather than as intrinsically enjoyable or desirable. Being promoted into a more general job is viewed as totally undesirable by these people because it forces them out of the specialties with which they identify.

Talent for the interpersonal aspects of management varies in this group, resulting in the dilemma that if such people are promoted into supervisory positions and then discover that they have no talent for supervision, they are typically blocked organizationally. Most career ladders do not provide for easy return to the technical/functional staff role once a managerial job has been taken.

Finding a viable role and challenging work as one progresses in a technical/functional career can be a difficult task, both for the individual and for the organization. Becoming more of a teacher and mentor to younger people is one workable solution. Careful redesign of work to take advantage of the experience level of the older specialist is another avenue, inasmuch as this kind of person becomes something of a generalist within his or her technical area and is thus able to bring a broader perspective to problems.
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Pay and benefits. Technical/functional people want to be paid for their skill levels, often defined by education and work experience. A person with a doctorate wants a higher salary than someone with a Master's degree, regardless of actual accomplishments. These people are oriented toward external equity, meaning that they will compare their salaries to what others of the same skill level earn in other organizations. Even if they are the highest-paid people in their own organizations, they will feel that they are not being treated fairly if they are underpaid compared with those in similar positions in other organizations.

Technical/functional people are oriented more toward absolute pay level than toward special incentives such as bonuses or stock options, except as forms of recognition. They probably prefer so-called “cafeteria” portable benefits, in which they choose the kinds of benefits they need (for instance, life insurance or retirement programs) because they view themselves as highly mobile and want to be able to take as much as possible with them. They are frightened of the “golden handcuffs” because they might get trapped in unchallenging work.

Promotion system. This group of people clearly prefers a professional promotional ladder that functions in parallel with the typical managerial ladder. They resent promotional systems that make advancement equivalent to moving into administration or management. Although this has been recognized in some research-and-development and engineering organizations, it is just as applicable to all the other functional specialties that exist in organizations (such as finance, marketing, manufacturing, or sales). Still, few organizations have developed career ladders that are genuinely responsive to the needs of the technically/functionally anchored person.

Promotion for a technically/functionally anchored person does not necessarily have to be in terms of rank. If external market equity were achieved in salary, this person would respond to being awarded an increase in the scope of the job, to being allocated more resources or areas of responsibility, to being given a bigger budget or more technical support or subordinates, or to being consulted more on high-level decisions as a result of placement on key committees or task forces.

Type of recognition. The specialist values the recognition of his or her professional peers more than uninformed rewards from members of management. In other words, a pat on the back from a supervisor who really does not understand what was accomplished is worth less than acknowledgment from a professional peer or even from a subordinate who knows exactly what was accomplished and how difficult it might have been.

In terms of the type of recognition that is valued, at the top of the list is the opportunity for further learning and self-development in the specialty. Thus educational opportunities, organization-sponsored sabbaticals, encouragement to attend professional meetings, budgets for buying books or equipment, and so on are highly valued. This is especially true because one of the greatest threats to technically/functionally anchored people as they age is obsolescence.

In addition to continuing education, this group values formal recognition through being identified to colleagues and other organization members as valued specialists. Prizes, awards, publicity, and other public acknowledgments are more important than an extra percentage in the paycheck, provided that the base pay is perceived as equitable in the first place.

The technically/functionally anchored person is most vulnerable to organizational mismanagement, because organizational careers tend to be designed
by general managers who value learning several functions, achieving internal equity in pay, forging organizational loyalty, and getting along with all kinds of people. All of these things may be irrelevant to the technical/functional person. If this person is a valued resource in the organization, some redesign of the career development system will typically be needed.

**General Managerial Competence**

Some people—but only some—discover as their careers progress that they really want to become general managers, that management per se interests them, that they have the range of competence that is required to be a general manager, and that they have the ambition to rise to organizational levels where they will be responsible for major policy decisions and where their own efforts will make the difference between success and failure.

Members of this group differ from the technical/functional people in that they view specialization as a trap. They recognize the necessity to know several functional areas well and they accept that one must be expert in one’s business or industry to function well in a general manager’s job. Key values and motives for this group of people are advancement up the corporate ladder to higher levels of responsibility, opportunities for leadership, contributions to the success of their organizations, and high income.

When they first enter organizations, most people have aspirations to get ahead in some general sense. Many of them talk explicitly of ambitions to rise to the top, but few have a realistic picture of what is actually required in the way of talents, motives, and values to make it to the top. With experience it becomes clearer, especially to those who have committed themselves to general management as a career, that they not only need a high level of motivation to reach the top, but that they also need a mixture of talents and skills in the following three basic areas:

- **Analytical competence:** The ability to identify, to analyze, to synthesize, and to solve problems under conditions of incomplete information and uncertainty. General managers point out the importance of being able to decipher what is going on; to cut through a mass of possibly irrelevant detail to get to the heart of a matter; to judge the reliability and validity of information in the absence of clear verification opportunities; and, in the end, to pose the problem or question in such a way that it can be worked on. Financial, marketing, technological, human, and other elements have to be combined into problem statements that are relevant to the future success of the organization.

  It is commonly said that general managers are decision makers. However, it is probably more accurate to say that general managers are capable of identifying and stating problems in such a way that decisions can be made. General managers manage the decision-making process; to do this they must be able to think cross-functionally and integratively. That, in turn, requires other competencies.

- **Interpersonal and intergroup competence:** The ability to influence, supervise, lead, handle, and control people at all levels of the organization toward organizational goal achievement. General managers point out that this skill involves eliciting valid information from others, getting others to collaborate to achieve synergistic outcomes, motivating people to contribute what they know to the problem-solving process, communicating clearly the goals to be achieved, facilitating the decision-making process and implementation, monitoring progress, and instituting corrective action if necessary.
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Much of the technical information that goes into decision making increasingly is in the hands of subordinates and peers with technical/functional career anchors. Therefore, the quality of decisions largely hinges on the ability of general managers to bring the right people together for problem-solving purposes and then to create a climate that will elicit full exchange of information and full commitment from these people. More and more, such decision making occurs in groups because the complexity of the problems requires that people share information in order to solve problems. Thus group skills are very relevant for general managers.

New managers often wonder whether they will be any good at supervising others and, of almost equal importance, whether they will like supervising. Most new managers do not know what interpersonal skills they have or need unless they have been in leadership roles in school. This is one reason that management recruiters are anxious to know about extracurricular activities when they assess a candidate. Any evidence of a track record in this area is of great value, both to the individual and the organization. Once a new manager has had an opportunity to test himself or herself and finds that the interpersonal work is manageable and enjoyable, self-confidence and ambition increase rapidly.

People who discover either that they are not talented in supervision or that they do not really like that kind of work gravitate toward other pursuits and build their career anchor around technical/functional competence, autonomy, or even entrepreneurial activity. It is crucial for organizations to create career systems that make it possible for such people to move out of supervisory roles if they are not suited to such roles, preferably without penalty. All too often the best engineer or salesperson is promoted to be a supervisor, only to fail in the role but then to be stuck in it, to the inevitable detriment of his or her career and the company.

- Emotional competence: The capacity to be stimulated by emotional and interpersonal issues and crises rather than to be exhausted or debilitated by them; the capacity to bear high levels of responsibility without becoming paralyzed; and the ability to exercise power and make difficult decisions without guilt or shame. All of the general managers interviewed referred to the painful process of learning to make tough decisions, and almost all of them said that they had not anticipated what it would be like or how they would react. Only as they gained confidence in their abilities to handle their own feelings did they gain confidence that they could really succeed as general managers. They cited examples such as laying off a valued older employee; deciding between two programs, each backed by valued subordinates; committing large sums of money to a project, knowing that the fate of many people depended on success or failure; asking a subordinate to perform a very difficult job that he or she might not want to do; inspiring a demoralized organization; fighting for a project at a higher level; delegating to subordinates and leaving them alone enough to learn how to do things; and taking ownership of a decision, in the sense of being accountable even without control over its implementation.

Most general managers report that such decisions occur constantly and that one of the most difficult aspects of the job is functioning day after day without giving up, getting an ulcer, or having a nervous breakdown. The essence of the general manager's job is to absorb the emotional strains of uncertainty, interpersonal conflict, and responsibility. It is this aspect of the job that often repels the
technically/functionally anchored individual but excites and motivates the managerially anchored individual.

General managers differ from people with other anchors primarily in that they have analytical competence, interpersonal and intergroup competence, and emotional competence. They cannot function without some degree of each of these areas of competence, although no one area has to be developed to a very high level. The combination of skills is what is essential for the general manager, while the technical/functional person needs high development of one skill element. General managers are quite different in these respects from functional managers, and it takes longer to learn to be a general manager because these competencies can only be learned through actual experiences.

**Type of work.** Managerially anchored people want high levels of responsibility: challenging, varied, and integrative work; leadership opportunities; and opportunities to contribute to the success of their organizations. They will measure the attractiveness of a work assignment in terms of its importance to the success of the organization, and they will identify strongly with the organization and its success or failure as a measure of how well they have done. In a sense, then, they are real “organization people” whose identity rests on having an effective organization to manage.

**Pay and benefits.** Managerially anchored people measure themselves by their income levels and expect to be very highly paid. In contrast to the technically/ functionally anchored people, they are oriented more toward internal equity than external equity. They want to be paid substantially more than the level below them and will be satisfied if that condition is met, even if someone at their own level in another company is earning more. They also want short-term rewards such as bonuses for achieving organizational targets, and, because they are identified with the organization, they are very responsive to things such as stock options that give them a sense of ownership and shared fate.

Managerially anchored people share with security-oriented people a willingness (if not a positive desire) for the “golden handcuffs,” particularly in the form of good retirement benefits. So much of a managerially anchored person’s career is tied up with a given company that his or her particular skills may not be portable in mid-life or later. However, an increasing number of general managers now shift from company to company and take their benefit packages with them or negotiate for equivalent packages. Inasmuch as intimate knowledge of a particular industry and company are important to the decision-making process, it is not clear whether such movement can be successful. It is possible that new specialties are arising within general management itself, such as the “turn-around manager” who is brought into a failing company from outside to get it back to a profitable status, or the “start-up manager” whose specialty is to open new parts of the organization in overseas locations or to develop new products or markets.

**Promotion system.** Managerially anchored people insist on promotion based on merit, measured performance, and results. Even though they acknowledge that personality, style, seniority, politics, and other factors play a role in determining promotions, general managers believe that the ability to get results is the critical criterion. All other factors are legitimate only because they are essential to getting results.
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Type of recognition. The most important forms of recognition for managerially anchored people are promotions to positions of higher responsibility. They measure such positions by a combination of rank, title, salary, number of subordinates, and size of budget, as well as by less tangible factors defined by their superiors (such as the importance of a given project or department or division to the future of the company). They expect promotions frequently. If they are too long in given jobs, they assume that they are not performing adequately. Every organization seems to have a timetable for promotions and managers measure their successes partly by whether they are moving in accordance with their organizations’ timetables. Thus movement itself becomes an important form of recognition unless it is clearly lateral or downward.

Organizations sometimes develop implicit career paths that become known informally to the more ambitious general managers. It may be commonly understood, for example, that one should move from finance to marketing, then take over a staff function in an overseas company, then move to headquarters, and eventually take over a division. If promotions do not follow the typical path, these people will worry that they are “off the fast track” and are losing their potential. For this reason, movement to the right job is another important form of recognition.

This group of people is highly responsive to monetary recognition in the form of raises, bonuses, and stock options; they enjoy titles, status symbols (such as large offices, cars, or special privileges), and, most importantly, the approval of their superiors. Whereas the technically/functionally anchored person only values approval from someone who really understands his or her work, general managers value approval specifically from the superiors who control their most important incentive—promotion to the next higher level.

In summary, the person who is anchored in managerial competence and who therefore aspires to a position in general management has a very different orientation from others in the typical organization, even though he or she may start in a very similar kind of job. Interviews disclosed that such an orientation developed as soon as the person had enough data to determine whether or not he or she had the analytical, interpersonal, and emotional skills to be a general manager. Some people had these insights early; if the organizations did not respond to their needs to rise quickly, they went to other organizations that permitted them to reach responsible levels rapidly.

Autonomy/Independence

Some people discover early in their working lives that they cannot stand to be bound by other people’s rules, procedures, working hours, dress codes, and other norms that almost invariably arise in any kind of organization. Regardless of what they work on, such people have an overriding need to do things in their own way, at their own pace, and against their own standards. They find organizational life to be restrictive, irrational, and intrusive into their private lives; therefore, they prefer to pursue more independent careers on their own terms. If forced to make a choice between a present job that permits autonomy and a much better job that requires giving it up, the autonomy/independence-anchored person would stay in his or her present job.
Everyone has needs for certain levels of autonomy, which vary during the course of life. For some people, however, such needs come to be overriding; they feel that they must be masters of their own ships at all times. Sometimes extreme autonomy needs result from high levels of education and professionalism, in which the educational process itself teaches the person to be totally self-reliant and responsible. Sometimes such feelings are developed in childhood by child-rearing methods that put great emphasis on self-reliance and independent judgment.

People who begin to organize their careers around such needs gravitate toward autonomous professions. If interested in business or management, they may go into consulting or teaching. Or they may end up in areas of work in which autonomy is relatively possible even in large organizations—research and development, field sales offices, data processing, market research, financial analysis, or the management of geographically remote units.

Type of work. The autonomy-anchored person prefers clearly delineated, time-bounded kinds of work within his or her area of expertise. Contract or project work, whether part-time, full-time, or even temporary, is acceptable and often desirable. In addition, this type of person wants work that clearly defines goals but leaves the means of accomplishment up to him or her. The autonomy-anchored person cannot stand close supervision; he or she might agree to organization-imposed goals or targets but wants to be left alone after those goals are set.

Pay and benefits. The autonomy-anchored person is terrified of the "golden handcuffs." He or she would prefer merit pay for performance, immediate payoffs, bonuses, and other forms of compensation with no strings attached. People anchored in autonomy prefer portable, cafeteria-style benefits that permit them to select the options most suitable to their life situations at given points in time.

Promotion system. This type of person responds most to promotions that reflect past accomplishments; he or she wants a new job to have even more freedom than the previous one. In other words, promotion comes to mean more autonomy. Being given more rank or responsibility can actually threaten an autonomy-anchored person if it entails loss of autonomy. An autonomous sales representative knows that to become sales manager might mean less freedom, so he or she often turns down such promotions.

Type of recognition. The autonomy-anchored person responds best to forms of recognition that are portable. Medals, testimonials, letters of commendation, prizes, awards, and other such rewards probably mean more than promotions, title changes, or even financial bonuses.

Most organizational reward systems are not at all geared to dealing with the autonomy-anchored person. Hence such people often leave in disgust, complaining about organizational red tape. If their talents are not needed, no harm is done. But if key people in the organization have autonomy anchors, it becomes important to redesign personnel systems to make organizational life more palatable to these people. Such redesign is particularly difficult because most systems are not geared for dealing with contract or part-time work, the form of work most attractive to the autonomy-anchored person.
Security/Stability

Some people have an overriding need to organize their careers so that they feel safe and secure, so that future events are predictable, and so that they can relax in the knowledge that they have made it. Everyone needs some degree of security and stability throughout life; at certain life stages financial security can become the overriding issue, such as when one is raising and educating a family or approaching retirement. However, for some people security and stability are predominant throughout their careers to the point that these concerns guide and constrain all major career decisions.

Such people often seek jobs in organizations that provide job tenure, that have the reputation of avoiding layoffs, that have good retirement plans and benefit programs, and that have the image of being strong and reliable. For this reason, government and civil service jobs are often attractive to these people. They obtain some of their self-satisfaction from identifying with their organizations even if they do not have high-ranking or important jobs.

Security/stability-anchored people welcome the "golden handcuffs" and are usually willing to give responsibility for their career management to their employers. In exchange for tenure they are willing to be told what work to do, how much to travel, where to live, how often to switch assignments, and so on. Because of this, they are sometimes perceived as lacking ambition or may be looked on with disdain in cultures that place a high value on ambition and achievement. This can be an unfair stereotype because some of these individuals have risen from humble origins into fairly high-level managerial positions. When they reach middle management in large corporations, they genuinely feel they have made it because of where they started socio-economically.

The highly talented among this group reach high levels in organizations, but they prefer jobs that require steady, predictable performance. The less talented may level off in middle management or in staff jobs and gradually become less involved. If they obtain the security they are seeking, they are content with whatever levels they have attained. If they have unused talents, they are content to find non-work or noncareer activities in which they can exercise those talents.

Type of work. Security/stability-anchored people prefer stable, predictable work and are more concerned about the context of the work than the nature of the work itself. Job enrichment, job challenge, and other intrinsic motivational tools matter less to them than improved pay, working conditions, and benefits. Much organizational work has this character, and every organization is highly dependent on having among its employees a large number of people anchored in security and in technical/functional competence.

Pay and benefits. The person anchored in security/stability prefers to be paid in steadily predictable increments based on length of service. Such a person prefers benefit packages that emphasize insurance and retirement programs.

Promotion system. The security/stability-anchored person prefers a seniority-based promotion system and welcomes a published grade and rank system that spells out how long one must serve in any given grade before promotion can be expected. Obviously this kind of person relishes a formal tenure system such as is found in schools and universities.
Type of recognition. The security/stability-anchored person wants to be recognized for his or her loyalty and steady performance, preferably with reassurances of further stability and continued employment. Above all, this person needs to believe that loyalty makes a real contribution to the organization’s performance. Most personnel systems are well geared to this kind of person, although guarantees of tenure are rare.

Entrepreneurial Creativity

Some people discover early in life that they have an overriding need to create new businesses of their own by developing new products or services, by building new organizations through financial manipulation, or by taking over existing businesses and reshaping them to their own specifications. These are not necessarily only inventors or creative artists, although some of them at times become entrepreneurs. Nor should these people be confused with creative researchers, market analysts, or advertising executives. The creative urge in this group is specifically toward creating new organizations, products, or services that can be identified closely with the entrepreneur’s own efforts, that will survive on their own, and that will be economically successful. Making money is then a measure of success.

Many people dream about forming their own businesses and express those dreams at various stages of their careers. In some cases these dreams express needs for autonomy—to get out on one’s own. However, entrepreneurially anchored people typically began to pursue these dreams relentlessly early in life, often having started small money-making enterprises even during high school. They found they had both the talent and an extraordinarily high level of motivation to prove to the world that they could do it. Such motivation often derived from their own families, which previously may have produced successful entrepreneurs. They did not stay with traditional organizations very long, or they kept organizational jobs as sidelines while their real energies went into the building of their own enterprises.

It is important to distinguish this career anchor from the autonomy/independence one. Many people want to run their own businesses because of autonomy needs. What distinguishes entrepreneurs is their obsession with proving that they can create businesses. This often means sacrificing both autonomy and stability, particularly in the early stages before a business is successful. Other entrepreneurially oriented people continue to fail at entrepreneurism, spending the bulk of their careers searching for creative solutions while making a living at conventional jobs. For example, a person may be a sales representative or a middle manager in some enterprise while trying to build a real-estate empire or looking for a company to acquire and run in his or her spare time. What makes such a person an "entrepreneur" is the dedication to creating the new enterprise and the willingness to drop a pre-existing job once a venture has been located.

Type of work. Entrepreneurially anchored people are obsessed with the need to create, and they tend to get bored easily. In their own enterprises, they may continue to invent new products or services, or they may lose interest, sell these enterprises, and start new ones. They are restless and continually require new creative challenges.
Pay and benefits. For this group of people, ownership is ultimately the most important issue. Often they do not pay themselves very well, but they retain control of their organizations' stock. If they develop new products, they want to own the patents. Large organizations that attempt to retain entrepreneurs often misunderstand the intensity of these needs. Unless given control of the new enterprise with patents and 51 percent of the stock, an entrepreneurially anchored person will not stay with an organization. Entrepreneurs want to accumulate wealth, not so much for its own sake but as a way of showing the world what they have accomplished. Benefit packages are probably not a meaningful issue to them.

Promotion system. Entrepreneurs want a system that permits them to be wherever they need to be at any given point during the career. They want the power and the freedom to move into the roles they consider to be key and to meet their own needs, usually roles that permit them to continue to exercise creativity, such as head of research and development or chairman of the board.

Type of recognition. Building fortunes and sizeable enterprises are two of the most important ways that members of this group achieve recognition. In addition, entrepreneurs are rather self-centered, seeking high personal visibility and public recognition. Often they display this quality by putting their own names on products or companies.

Sense of Service, Dedication to a Cause

Some people enter occupations because of central values that they want to embody in their work. They are oriented more toward these values than toward the actual talents or areas of competence involved. Their career decisions are based on the desire to improve the world in some fashion. Those in the helping professions—such as medicine, nursing, social work, teaching, and the ministry—are typically considered to hold this career anchor. However, dedication to a cause clearly also characterizes some people in business management and in organizational careers. Some examples include the human resource specialist who works on affirmative action programs, the labor lawyer intent on improving labor-management relations, the research scientist working on a new drug, or the manager who chooses to go into public service in order to improve some aspect of society in general. Values such as working with people, serving humanity, and helping one's nation can be powerful anchors in one's career.

However, not everyone in a service-oriented occupation is motivated by the desire to serve. Some doctors, lawyers, ministers, and social workers may be anchored in technical/functional competence or autonomy or security; some may want to become general managers. Without knowing which anchor is actually operating, one will not know what the career occupant really wants.

Type of work. Service-anchored people clearly want work that permits them to influence their employing organizations or social policies in the direction of their values. A good example of this person is a professor of agriculture who left a tenured university position to accept a job as manager of environmental planning for a large mining company. He stated that he would continue to work for this company as long as he was allowed to do key environmental planning and to have the power to get things done.
Pay and benefits. People anchored in sense of service or dedication to a cause want fair pay for their contributions and portable benefits because they have no a priori organizational loyalty. Money per se is not central to them.

Promotion system. More important than monetary rewards is a promotional system that recognizes the contribution of the service-anchored person and moves him or her into positions with more influence and the freedom to operate autonomously.

Type of recognition. Service-anchored people want recognition and support both from their professional peers and from their superiors; they want to feel that their values are shared by higher levels of management. In the absence of such support, they move toward more autonomous professions such as consulting.

Pure Challenge

Some people anchor their careers in the perception that they can conquer anything or anybody. They define success as overcoming impossible obstacles, solving unsolvable problems, or winning out over extremely tough opponents. As they progress, they seek ever-tougher challenges. For some, this takes the form of seeking jobs in which they face more and more difficult problems. However, these people are not technically/functionally anchored because they seem not to care in what area the problem occurs. Some high-level strategy/management consultants seem to fit this pattern in that they relish more and more difficult kinds of strategic assignments.

For others, the challenge is defined in interpersonal and competitive terms. For example, some naval aviators perceive their sole purpose in life to be to prepare themselves for the ultimate confrontation with an enemy (Derr, 1986). In that confrontation these “warriors” would prove to themselves and to the world their superiority in competitive combat. Although the military version of this anchor may seem somewhat overdramatized, other people also define life in competitive terms. Many salespeople, professional athletes, and even some managers define their careers essentially as daily combat or competition in which winning is everything.

Most people seek a certain level of challenge; for the person anchored in pure challenge, it is the one thing that matters most. The area of work, the kind of employing organization, the pay system, the type of promotion system, and the forms of recognition are all subordinate to whether or not the job provides constant opportunities for self-tests. In the absence of such constant tests of self, the person becomes bored and irritable. Often such people talk about the importance of variety in their careers; one reason some of them are attracted to general management is the variety and intense challenge that managerial situations provide.

The managerial issues involved in motivating and developing such people are intrinsically complex. On the one hand, these people are already highly motivated to develop themselves and probably are very loyal to organizations that give them adequate opportunities for self-tests. But they can also be very single-minded and certainly can make life difficult for those who do not have comparable aspirations. The 1979 Hollywood film The Great Santini depicted the problems created by
a "warrior," both for his supervisors and for his family. A career for such a person has meaning only if competitive skill can be exercised; if there is no such opportunity, the person can become demoralized and hence a problem to himself and others.

**Lifestyle**

At first glance this concept seems like a contradiction in terms. People who organize their existence around lifestyle are, in one sense, saying that their careers are less important to them and, therefore, that they do not have a career anchor. They belong in a discussion of career anchors, however, because a growing number of people who are highly motivated toward meaningful careers are, at the same time, adding the condition that the career must be integrated with total lifestyle. This is not merely a matter of balancing personal and professional lives as many people traditionally have done; it is more a matter of finding a way to integrate the needs of the individual, the family, and the career.

Because such an integration is itself an evolving function, this kind of person wants flexibility more than anything else. Unlike the autonomy-anchored person who also wants flexibility, those with lifestyle anchors are quite willing to work for organizations provided that the right options are available at the right time. Such options might include traveling or moving only at times when family situations permit, part-time work if life concerns require it, sabbaticals, paternity and maternity leaves, day-care options (which are becoming especially relevant for the growing population of dual-career couples and single parents), flexible working hours, work at home during normal working hours, and so on. Lifestyle-anchored people look more for an organizational attitude than a specific program, an attitude that reflects respect for personal and family concerns and that makes genuine renegotiation of the psychological contract possible.

This anchor was first observed in women graduates of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sloan School of Management but increasingly is being observed in male graduates, especially those who have gone into management and strategy consulting. It probably reflects a number of trends in society and is an inevitable effect of the dual-career family. What it requires most from managers is understanding, because it is not clear what particular organizational responses will be most helpful in any given case, except that policies and career systems in general must become more flexible.

One specific lifestyle issue is the growing unwillingness of career occupants to move geographically. At first this seemed to be an aspect of the security anchor, but it has become increasingly clear that people who are unwilling to move feel this way less for security/stability reasons than for reasons of integrating personal, family, and career issues. This trend, if it continues, could have major implications for the external career path. Many companies take it for granted that people will move when asked to do so and treat this as a positive developmental career step. If they encounter more and more people anchored in lifestyle, it is not clear whether these people will have to sacrifice career advancement or their companies will redefine career paths to make advancement more feasible within a confined geographical area.
ARE THERE OTHER CAREER ANCHORS?

Research to date indicates that most people can be described in terms of the eight anchors presented. These anchors have been found in a variety of occupations and apply equally well to doctors, lawyers, teachers, naval officers, consultants, police officers, and even production workers (if they are observed off the job). Even "nonpaying" occupations such as homemaking can be seen in terms of the different anchors; spouses of career-involved people find that they enjoy homemaking for reasons that mirror the anchor categories.

People often ask if there are other anchors, especially ones centered around power, variety, pure creativity, or organizational identity. According to the research guideline used, if two or more cases absolutely did not fit the existing eight categories and clearly resembled each other in some dimension, an additional anchor category would be created. Thus far each proposed dimension has proven to be an aspect of another anchor, or has been expressed differently in different anchor groups.

Power and creativity, for example, seem to be universal needs and are expressed in different ways by different anchor groups. The technical/functional person expresses power through superior knowledge and skill; the entrepreneur through building an organization; the general manager through obtaining a position that provides rank, influence, and resources; the service-oriented person through moral persuasion; and so on. Similarly, creativity can be displayed in each of the anchor categories in different ways.

Variety is something else that many people want and thrive on, but it is not an anchor per se because it can be obtained through autonomy, managerial challenges, entrepreneurial activity, or lifestyle. Only those anchored in technical/functional competence, security, and service trade some aspects of variety for other important considerations in their career evolution.

From the point of view of this exercise in self-analysis, a person should attempt to locate his or her true anchor, but also should allow for the possibility of having a different pattern from any of the ones described. It is important to become more aware of one's total pattern of talents, motives, and values, even if they do not fit exactly into the categories described. What people must find out about themselves is what they would not give up if forced to make a choice—that is the true career anchor.

CAN A PERSON HAVE MORE THAN ONE ANCHOR?

A career anchor is defined as the one thing a person would not give up if forced to make a choice. This definition allows for only one anchor—the one set of talents, values, and motives at the top of one's personal hierarchy. However, many career situations make it possible to fulfill several sets of talents, motives, and values, making a choice unnecessary and thus preventing a person from finding out what is really at the top of his or her hierarchy. For example, a functional manager in...
a paternalistic company simultaneously can fulfill security, autonomy, technical/functional, managerial, and even lifestyle anchors. In order to determine an anchor, that person must then invent hypothetical career options that would force a choice. For example, would that person choose to be a division general manager or the chief corporate officer in his or her function? Most people can identify their true anchors if they pose such choice situations to themselves.

If no anchor emerges clearly, another possibility is that the person has not had enough life experience to develop priorities that determine how to make those choices. People in this situation would benefit from determining what anchors are highest and exploring their reactions to different situations through systematic job choices. For example, a person may not know whether he or she has a talent or taste for general management in the absence of opportunities in that area. This person might volunteer to run a project, become a committee chairperson, ask to be acting manager of a unit, or try to get experience in some other way. In lieu of this, he or she might find people who are clearly in that kind of job situation and interview them in detail about what it is like to be in that situation.

**DO ANCHORS CHANGE?**

As yet all the evidence is not in as to whether or not anchors change. Too few people have been studied for long enough periods of time to determine how career anchors evolve. However, fifteen of the original panelists have been followed into their mid-forties; thus far, the weight of evidence is on the side of stability. One would expect this because as people clarify their self-images—as they become more aware of what they are good at, want, and value—they tend to want to hold on to those self-images. The better people know themselves, the more they want to hold on to those insights.

Consider the following examples:

- A technically/functionally anchored engineering manager in a large corporation found himself moving toward general management because of the nature of the external career path. Because he sensed that his next promotion would be to a generalist job, he began to lobby among his friends in senior management to be assigned to a high-level staff job at headquarters, and he successfully created this lateral move. He was willing to give up a promotion to a higher-level general-management job to remain in his preferred technical area.

- Another technical/functional manager resigned because his job was boring to him and he was dead-ended. He then picked up his career as a successful consultant in that same technical/functional area. His career changed, but his anchor did not.

- An autonomy-anchored individual dropped out of organizational life altogether and lived a marginal life until he got married and had children. Instead of returning to the mainstream, he and his wife opened an antique shop that permitted him to remain autonomous.

- Each of two unsuccessful entrepreneurs has not yet found an enterprise to develop and is living a marginal life while searching for one, rather than settling for a more secure existence. One successful entrepreneur lost all of his wealth some years ago and is now starting up a whole new series of enterprises.
Some people who make dramatic mid-life changes in their external careers are trying to actualize what were their anchors all along; they simply never had the chance to do what they really wanted to do. For example, a computer consultant with a technical/functional anchor who had always wanted to go to law school finally did so when a small inheritance enabled him to finance it. Following graduation he drifted into small-town law and developed a successful practice using many of the computer and consulting skills he had acquired. He remained anchored in the technical/functional area.

Because of the way that careers are structured, one's job and one's career anchor often do not match. A technically/functionally anchored person might be promoted to general manager, or a managerially anchored person might be given a high-level staff job. A security-anchored person might be convinced to join an entrepreneurial venture, or an autonomy-oriented person might take a boring but stable job under a repressive boss to earn money. People are able to perform somewhat in such situations, but they are not happy and do not feel that their real selves are engaged. They can adapt to circumstances and make the best of them, but their anchors do not change; as soon as there is an opportunity, they will seek a better match.

**CONCLUSION: MATCHING INDIVIDUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS**

The individual, internal side of the career has been explored in some detail by focusing on career stages, on how career movement and success can be analyzed, and on how the concept of career anchors sheds light on the self-images that people develop as their careers evolve. It is essential for the individual career occupant to develop insight about his or her career anchor in order to make better career plans and choices.

At the same time, as people gain insights into their own careers, they can use these insights to better manage the careers of others. In other words, the ultimate issue of career development is matching the needs of the individual with those of the organization. What complicates this is that individuals are very different from one another, as shown by the career anchor research. At the same time, organizations differ from one another and their needs change as the environments in which they operate change. Matching two dynamic processes of this sort is at best difficult.

Who is to be responsible for such matching? Obviously it needs to be a shared responsibility among individual career occupants, employing organizations and managers, and other institutions such as universities and government agencies.

**What Can the Individual Career Occupant Do?**

The primary responsibility of the career occupant is self-insight and the sharing of such insights with the relevant career manager in the employing organization. If an individual does not know his or her needs and biases, the career cannot be managed constructively. The individual must communicate clearly with the organization and make intelligent choices. It is unrealistic to expect managers and organizations to understand employees well enough to make valid career...
decisions for them (although this is how most career systems work at the present time). Ultimately people must learn to manage their own careers.

**What Can Organizations and Managers Do?**

Organizations and managers can begin with the following three suggestions:

1. **Create more flexible career paths, incentive systems, and reward systems.** Such systems can accommodate the needs of a variety of career occupants, even those in the same job category.

2. **Stimulate more self-insight and self-management.** Managers should analyze their own career anchors and manage their own careers more closely, thereby serving as role models for their subordinates.

3. **Clarify what the organization needs from the individual career occupant.** Organizations should do a better job of analyzing the specific characteristics of different jobs to be performed in any given career and should communicate them clearly to career seekers and job incumbents. If a person knows himself or herself well but cannot get good information about the tasks required for a given job, he or she cannot make an intelligent choice. If the organization is to put the right talent in the right place, it must be clearer about what it needs through a better job/role-planning process.

**What Can Other Institutions Do?**

Inevitably in some situations the match between the individual and the organization is impossible because the talents do not match the requirements or because the organization has a surplus of people or because the person cannot get along in a particular kind of organization. The most common version of this dilemma is when a change in technology makes large numbers of employees “obsolete.” Many organizations create retraining and redeployment opportunities to minimize negative impacts, but often some people cannot be retrained or are surplus. In such instances, some other institution, supported either by the government or by industry consortia, must provide a safety net or transition cushion to allow those people to get new education and training. In other words, displaced workers must be made economically secure for at least two to three years while they redefine career focus and learn new skills. Technologies are changing more rapidly, so the building of such institutions for the management of career transition will become increasingly important.

Only if the organization, the individual career occupant, and other institutions work together to improve the matching process over the length of an entire career is there a chance to maximize both organizational performance and individual satisfaction. This is the challenge for the future.
Career Anchor Interview

The next step is to have your partner interview you about past, present, and future career events, starting with your education. The actual questions are written on the next several pages; room is provided for your partner to write down notes based on what you say. You and your partner should both read this page to become acquainted with the interview process.

The interview focuses on the actual choices you have made and plan to make in the future. For each major decision or action taken, you are asked to explore why you made that decision or took that action and how you felt about it. The interview is deliberately historical and will help you reconstruct your past choices so that you can explore the patterns and your reasons for making these choices. It is the patterns that you and your partner should listen for as the interview progresses.

As you get into the interview, both you and your partner can feel free to go beyond the questions provided and probe other areas. However, it is recommended that you stay with the format of asking “What did you do or decide?” before you ask “Why?” or “How did you feel about it?”

Please give this booklet to your partner at this point.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The purpose of the interview is to help you and your partner to understand the factors that guide and constrain careers by identifying patterns or themes in events and the reasons behind them. Work through the questions in a relaxed manner
and feel free to deviate to other related issues that may come up. Your job is to help your partner to talk out his or her career history so that you can examine its patterns and themes together.

1. *Education.* Let’s start with your education. What did you concentrate on in school? (Explore especially university and postgraduate education.)

   Why did you choose those areas?

   How do you feel now about having chosen those areas?
2. **First Job.** What was your first real job after your education? (If you did not start out working, what was your first major life event after your education?)

What were you looking for in your first job or life event? Why did you make that choice?
3. **Goals.** What were your ambitions or long-range goals when you started your career?

How did the first job work out in terms of your goals?
4. *Next Job or Major Life Event.* What was your first major change in job or employing organization?

How did this come about? Who initiated the change? What were the reasons for the change?

How did you feel about the change? How did it relate to your goals?
5. Next Job or Major Life Event. What was the next major change in job or employer?

How did this come about? Who initiated the change? What were the reasons for the change?

How did you feel about the change? How did it relate to your goals?
6. Continue to analyze what you consider to be the major changes in your job, organization, career, or life. List each change and analyze the reasons as well as the consequences.

Next Job (or Career Change):

How did this come about? Who initiated the change? What were the reasons for the change?

How did you feel about the change? How did it relate to your goals?
7. Next Job (or Career or Life Change):

How did this come about? Who initiated the change? What were the reasons for the change?

How did you feel about the change? How did it relate to your goals?
8. *Next Job (or Career or Life Change):*

How did this come about? Who initiated the change? What were the reasons for the change?

How did you feel about the change? How did it relate to your goals?
Continue to analyze job/career/life changes until the present, using the preceding format of questions. Use blank paper if necessary.
9. As you look back over your career and life so far, do you see any major transition points, times when the change seemed more than routine? Please describe each of these times.

What was the transition? How did it come about? Who initiated it?

How did you feel about it? How was it related to your goals?
10. Using the same format, describe other major transitions. Use extra blank paper if necessary.
11. As you look back over your career and life so far, can you describe some times that you especially enjoyed?

What was it about those times that made them enjoyable?
12. Were there times that you especially did not enjoy?

What was it about those times that made them not enjoyable?
13. Have you ever refused a job or a promotion? If yes, can you describe it?

Why did you refuse it?

As you look ahead in your career, are there things you would like especially to avoid? Are there things you are afraid of?

What about these things makes you want to avoid them or makes you afraid?
14. Have your ambitions or long-range goals changed since you started your career? When? Why?

How would you now describe your long-range goals?
15. As you look ahead in your career, what are the things you are especially looking forward to?

Why are you looking forward to these things?

What do you think your next job will be?

After that what do you think your next job will be?
Continue asking for next jobs until you elicit the answer to what the person would "ultimately" like to be.
16. What do you think will actually happen in the next ten years of your career?

Why do you think this?
17. How would you describe your occupation to others?

What are you really good at?

What do you most want out of your career?

What values do you especially try to uphold in your career?

Do you have any other comments about yourself that you would like to make at this point?
18. As you think over the answers you have given, what patterns or themes do you see?

What inconsistencies, contradictions, or conflicts do you see in what you have identified?

What hypothetical situations might resolve those conflicts or inconsistencies?

Let’s go on now to look at possible career anchor categories.

At this point the interviewer should return the booklet to the person being interviewed.
IDENTIFYING YOUR CAREER ANCHOR

The descriptions that follow are reminders of the career anchor categories presented in Chapter 4. If the short descriptions are too general, go back to the categories in the text to refresh your memory.

Technical/Functional Competence

If your career anchor is competence in some technical or functional area, what you would not give up is the opportunity to apply your skills in that area and to continue to develop those skills to an ever higher level. You derive your sense of identity from the exercise of your skills and are most happy when your work permits you to be challenged in those areas. You may be willing to manage others in your technical or functional area, but you are not interested in management for its own sake and would avoid general management because you would have to leave your own area of expertise. Your inventory score in this area is in the first column of the scoring sheet under TF.

General Managerial Competence

If your career anchor is general managerial competence, what you would not give up is the opportunity to climb to a level high enough in an organization to enable you to integrate the efforts of others across functions and to be responsible for the output of a particular unit of the organization. You want to be responsible and accountable for total results and you identify your own work with the success of the organization for which you work. If you are presently in a technical or functional area, you view that as a necessary learning experience; however your ambition is to get to a generalist job as soon as possible. Being at a high managerial level in a function does not interest you. Your inventory score in this area is in the second column of the scoring sheet under GM.

Autonomy/Independence

If your career anchor is autonomy/independence, what you would not give up is the opportunity to define your own work in your own way. If you are in an organization, you want to remain in jobs that allow you flexibility regarding when and how to work. If you cannot stand organizational rules and restrictions to any degree, you seek occupations in which you will have the freedom you seek, such as teaching or consulting. You turn down opportunities for promotion or advancement in order to retain autonomy. You may even seek to have a business of your own in order to achieve a sense of autonomy; however, this motive is not the same as the entrepreneurial creativity described later. Your inventory score on this dimension is in the third column of the scoring sheet under the letters AU.
Security/Stability

If your career anchor is security/stability, what you would not give up is employment security or tenure in a job or organization. Your main concern is to achieve a sense of having succeeded so that you can relax. The anchor shows up in concern for financial security (such as pension and retirement plans) or employment security. Such stability may involve trading your loyalty and willingness to do whatever the employer wants from you for some promise of job tenure. You are less concerned with the content of your work and the rank you achieve in the organization, although you may achieve a high level if your talents permit. As with autonomy, everyone has certain needs for security and stability, especially at times when financial burdens may be heavy or when one is facing retirement. People anchored in this way, however, are always concerned with these issues and build their entire self-images around the management of security and stability. Your inventory score on this dimension is in the fourth column of the scoring sheet under the letters SE.

Entrepreneurial Creativity

If your career anchor is entrepreneurial creativity, what you would not give up is the opportunity to create an organization or enterprise of your own, built on your own abilities and your willingness to take risks and to overcome obstacles. You want to prove to the world that you can create an enterprise that is the result of your own effort. You may be working for others in an organization while you are learning and assessing future opportunities, but you will go out on your own as soon as you feel you can manage it. You want your enterprise to be financially successful as proof of your abilities. Your inventory score on this dimension is in the fifth column of the scoring sheet under the letters EC.

Service/Dedication to a Cause

If your career anchor is service/dedication to a cause, what you would not give up is the opportunity to pursue work that achieves something of value, such as making the world a better place to live, solving environmental problems, improving harmony among people, helping others, improving people's safety, curing diseases through new products, and so on. You pursue such opportunities even if it means changing organizations, and you do not accept transfers or promotions that would take you out of work that fulfills those values. Your inventory score on this dimension is in the sixth column of the scoring sheet under the letters SV.

Pure Challenge

If your career anchor is pure challenge, what you would not give up is the opportunity to work on solutions to seemingly unsolvable problems, to win out over tough opponents, or to overcome difficult obstacles. For you the only meaningful reason for pursuing a job or career is that it permits you to win out over the impossible. Some people find such pure challenge in intellectual kinds of work, such as the engineer who is only interested in impossibly difficult designs;
some find the challenge in complex multifaceted situations, such as the strategy consultant who is only interested in clients who are about to go bankrupt and have exhausted all other resources; some find it in interpersonal competition, such as the professional athlete or the salesperson who defines every sale as either a win or a loss. Novelty, variety, and difficulty become ends in themselves, and if something is easy it becomes immediately boring. Your inventory score on this dimension is in the seventh column of the scoring sheet under the letters CH.

Lifestyle

If your career anchor is lifestyle, what you would not give up is a situation that permits you to balance and integrate your personal needs, your family needs, and the requirements of your career. You want to make all of the major sectors of your life work together toward an integrated whole, and you therefore need a career situation that provides enough flexibility to achieve such integration. You may have to sacrifice some aspects of the career (for example, a geographical move that would be a promotion but would upset your total life situation), and you define success in terms broader than just career success. You feel that your identity is more tied up with how you live your total life, where you settle, how you deal with your family situation, and how you develop yourself than with any particular job or organization. Your inventory score on this dimension is in the eighth column of the scoring sheet under the letters LS.

DETERMINING YOUR OWN ANCHOR

You have two sources of information for determining your career anchor—the scores on the orientation inventory and the themes and patterns in the interview. The interview information is the more reliable because it is based on your actual biography, whereas the inventory scores could be biased by your need to see yourself in a certain way.

First try to rank order the anchor categories from 1 to 8, with 1 being the category that best describes you and 8 being the category that least describes you. This ranking should be done with your interview partner, and the two of you should try to reach consensus based on the interview.

You may find that the ranking becomes vague in the middle range, but it is important to identify the extremes. As you make the rankings, think in terms of what you could most easily give up (ranks 6, 7, and 8) and what you would have the greatest difficulty in giving up (ranks 3, 2, and 1). Try to think about the one thing you would not give up under any circumstance (rank 1). That is your career anchor.
Now list your rankings based on your scores on the Career Orientations Inventory (see page 7).

How close are the two different rankings? If you are off by more than two ranks, do the following:

1. Review the items in the Career Orientations Inventory to see how accurately you feel your answers reflect you;
2. Review your interview answers; and
3. Make your own final decision on where a particular anchor category belongs in the rankings. You should also discuss such discrepancies with your partner to find out his or her observations.

If the problem is that you believe two or more anchor categories describe you equally well, try to imagine future job situations that would force you to give up one or the other and see what you think you might do. For example, if you feel you are anchored in both technical/functional competence and general managerial competence, try to imagine what you might do if your organization gave you a choice between running a whole division or being the corporate chief engineer (assuming these jobs to be equivalent in the organizational hierarchy). Most conflicts can be resolved if you think in terms of such future alternatives.

Based on all of the information and a full discussion with your partner, try to make a definitive decision about what your career anchor is and then fill in your final rankings below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank 1 (My career anchor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If there are still unresolved issues, list those issues here:
Practical Implications

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO NEXT?

Now that you have analyzed your interview and inventory responses, have rank ordered your anchor categories, and have identified residual issues, how can you best use what you have learned? Several points should be considered:

1. *Learn how to learn more about yourself.* You have learned to be somewhat analytical about your career. Continue to increase your self-insight by finding other opportunities to observe yourself and to draw out the implications of what you observe. Learning about yourself is a lifelong task because each new experience will reveal new facets. Get in the habit of analyzing your responses to all your new experiences.

2. *Analyze your present job.* How well does your present job fulfill your career needs? Is it congruent with your career anchor? Does it use your talents, meet your needs, and fulfill your values?

3. *Plan ahead.* Does your job need redesign to be more fulfilling in the future? As you contemplate future career moves, are they likely to be congruent with your career anchor? If not, what kinds of adjustments do you need to make to ensure greater congruence? Do you need additional education or training? Do you favor certain kinds of lateral or geographical moves? Are there certain moves to be avoided?

4. *Communicate your needs.* Who needs to know the conclusions you have reached about yourself in the previous three steps? Are there people in your organization with whom you should share some of your insights and
conclusions so that they can do a better job of helping you to plan your
career? Do you and members of your family need to discuss these issues
to make a better overall life plan?

5. *Become active in managing your career.* None of us has an infinite number
of choices when it comes to career management, but all of us have some
choices. Figure out your areas of choice and become active in managing
them. As the world gets more complex, more and more of a burden will
fall on each person to manage his or her own career because employers
will have a harder time figuring out what is best for everyone. Thus, the
most important bit of advice is not to become a victim.

If you want to read more about careers, consult the list of resources that follows.
Further Reading
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